Silly fill-in-the-blanks

Today was a __________________________ day at the __________________________. 

First I saw a __________________________ __________________________ — 

I couldn’t believe my __________________________! Then I noticed something 

________________________ in the water. It was a __________________________ 

________________________ that must have been at least __________________________ years old. 

But best of all was the __________________________ __________________________ that I saw just as it was starting to __________________________ on my __________________________. It made me feel so __________________________!

I’ll never have another day like this as long as I __________________________.

Codebreaker

What’s good to say when ordering something to drink? Break our code and find out!

(4+15) (18-7) (3x3) (4x4) (40÷2) (11-3) (3+2) 

(20-1) (5x4) (6x3) (7÷7) (13+10) (7+9) (3x4) (3x2) (5-4) (11+8) (80-75)